
This will be a very quick snapshot 
of the Claredi CORE Certification 

Testing system.  



Set up a new account by type of 
entity, such as Clearinghouse, 

Payer, Provider, Payer Vendor or 
Provider Vendor.



Left side shows the major links for 
the Certification testing steps. 

There are also Links to download 
the CORE Phase I  Rules and 
Testing Suites, and our User 

Manual.   



and also test at any time. #7 
describes the CORE Certification 
Test area.  #8 describes the area 

where you can test your own 
production data after you have 
completed CORE Certification 

Testing.    



Test Area where you can pre-test 
your system using the CORE 

Master Test Bed Data. It mirrors 
the CORE Certification Area for the 
270/271 Data Content CORE tests.  



This is CORE Certification Testing 
Area.



This is where you will find the 
status of each activity in the CORE 

Testing Suite, what has passed, 
what is remaining, what has failed. 



Here is the Trading Partner Profile. 
This must be setup in order to test. 



Allows you to use these values or 
input your own, for ISA, GS, Payer 

ID, etc  



And Delimiters.



Let’s choose CORE Test Script 
#1- Create a generic 270 

eligibility inquiry. 



The screen indicates that we need 
to upload a 270 for validation 



The screen indicates “You have 
passed the test.”
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Now CORE Test Script #1 is 
marked with a green check box. 



Now let’s choose CORE Test 
Script #8 – Create a 271 with 

Benefit Begin Date.



We are asked to download a 
270. and run it through our 

system and create and upload a 
corresponding 271. 



those 
steps, it 
shows 

we 
passed 

this 
test. 



And shows the files we used. 



.And the CORE Test Script #8 
shows a green check box. 



effect.  On this page are the 
links to each of the other 

sections of the Testing that are  
required for Certification. Each 

of these is grouped according to 
the appropriate CORE Test 

Scripts. 



There are also 9 Batch 
Acknowledgement CORE Test 
Scripts if you have indicated 

that you support Eligibility in a 
Batch Environment. 



Here are the CORE Test Scripts 
for the Companion Documents. 



Here are the CORE Test Scripts 
for Connectivity. 



Real Time Response Scripts…
Batch Response has 4 other 

Scripts.   



And here are the System 
Availability Scripts. Each of these is 

grouped according to the 
appropriate CORE Test Scripts. 



CAQH or you can authorize 
Claredi/Ingenix to forward your test 
results on to CAQH on your behalf. 

These are the tasks to be 
completed at that time. That was a 

very fast run through…



For more information, 
Visit www.claredi.com and click on “Claredi CORE 
Certification by Ingenix”

Contact Dan Young at 801-982-3144


